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Finca Alegría

  10   5   6   480m²



Finca Alegría
Nestled in the archaic stone walls and red earth of Ibiza, Finca Alegría is a
paradise of tranquillity in the midst of nature. An oasis away from the hustle
and bustle and party noise. And yet only a few minutes away from Santa
Gertrudis. Set against a backdrop of lush Mediterranean gardens and deep
blue skies, its secluded surroundings offer absolute peace and tranquillity.

Recently built following a signature Blakstad design,the villa has five en-
suite bedrooms set over two floors and large, open-space living areas, all
impeccably styled and decorated by the owners with unique pieces and
personal touches.

5,000 m² of the 15,000 m² Finca is dedicated to a beautifully landscaped
Mediterranean garden that sprawls with lush vegetation and fills the air with
the scent of flowers and aromatic plants. A shimmering pool of deep
turquoise runs along the length of the house, beautifully framed by the
surrounding gardens and emerald, pine-covered hills.

With direct access to the kitchen, this lovely covered terrace is an idyllic
spot to enjoy breakfast and morning coffee as the sun rises over the trees
and fills the space with warm, golden light. The impressive dining table,
made from one old sabina tree, is perfect to sit around with family and
friends, recounting stories, laughing together and enjoying alfresco dining
on warm summer nights.

A masterpiece Blakstad property that exudes understated luxury. It
effortlessly combines fundamentals of traditional Ibiza architecture with
style and building techniques to suit contemporary lifestyles. The property’s
thick white walls, Sabina wooden beams and lush Mediterranean gardens,
set against a backdrop of deep blue skies, are unmistakable Blakstad
trademarks. Strategically placed windows and glass sliding doors provide
ventilation and lots of light, whilst also framing the living artwork of the
gardens and outside spaces.

Licence: ETV-2061 E

• Swimming Pool 15x5m
• Large sundeck
• Gazebo by the Pool
• Beautifully 5,000 m² landscaped garden
• TV room
• Fully equipped open plan kitchen
• Daybed swing








